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From the Captain’s Chair:

Greetings Far Horizoneers!
Well, that was quite the adventure! Let’s hope we don’t get sucked into another black hole!
Did you miss us? Hope we weren’t gone too long, because Far Horizons is Back!
Yes, we’re back for another year to bring you fantastic stories of Science Fiction, Fantasy and Horror from some very
talented folks.
Sadly though, we have lost one of our artists, who succumbed to an illness last year. Stephen Briggs, who has been a
fantastic member of our little family and solid contributor of Art, passed away. Within this issue, we have a small tribute to
Stephen. He will be missed by the staff and contributors of Far Horizons.
You might notice we were gone for some time… Well, we had some secret business to attend to… in the form of three
anthologies!
The re-release of Former Heroes, and two brand sparkly new Anthologies:
Forever Hungry, our zombie apocalypse collection, containing stories of gruesome gore and great escapes, and not so
great escapes, from the Zombpocalypse!
And Fantastically Horny, our… ahem… erotic collection, containing titillating stories from different worlds, parallel
universes and strange alien lovers.
You can find our new books here:
Former Heroes
Forever Hungry
Fantastically Horny
All our Anthologies are in both e-book and Paperback formats.
You might also notice that we are now running a quarterly magazine instead of a monthly, this is more for our time
management and to allow us to offer you better quality stories and an overall better Magazine for you to enjoy.
So, welcome to our first issue for 2017!
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If you would like to contribute to Far Horizons, contact us at info.far.
horizons@gmail.com Contributions can be artistic or literary.
**Submission Guidelines**
We accept:
*Fast Fiction (up to 1200 words)
*Short Stories (1200-2500 MAX)
*Poems
*Artwork
Submissions should follow basic formatting:
Times New Roman 12 point font .docx or .doc format
Indent of 1.25
Standard paragraphing (New paragraphs for dialogue)
UK English spelling
** PUBLISHING DEADLINES **
Text submissions should be submitted on or by the 1st of the month
before the publishing month. Artwork submissions by the 15th.
Any questions, queries, or concerns about quantum singularities eating
your work, or sea monsters hiding in your drains let us know.

A Tribute to Jeremiah Stephen Briggs
Jeremiah, though we knew him as Stephen, was one of our celebrated artists, and had created
quite a few covers for our Magazine as well as offering his services to our contributors for internal
art.
Jeremiah was born in Ohio in 1955, and at the age of eight, his father enrolled him into an art
school to nurture his talent, which bloomed. He served in the US coast guard and after leaving the
service, his family encouraged him to follow his love of art
It’s not often that you come across a person who is so talented and so dedicated to something
that they truly enjoy. I have been fortunate to know a few people who fit this bill. Of the many
people with whom I work, Stephen Briggs, was one of the great talents that I have encountered in
my time with Far Horizons. He was one of the most enthusiastic and eager to help artists I have
come across and a true inspiration to others.
He attended the Columbus College of Art and Design and in 1983 was awarded a Bachelor of
Fine Arts Degree and in 2013, graduated from the University of Memphis with a Master of Arts in
Teaching.
His work has appeared in many magazines and book covers, along with being enjoyed by private
collectors. The Staff of Far Horizons were always eager to see what he might come up with next to
contribute for a cover, or an internal piece. We will miss his talent and enthusiasm for his art, and
our little magazine.
Stephen Briggs passed away on the 7th of October 2016 after fighting an illness.
On behalf of Far Horizons staff and contributors, we thank you, Stephen Briggs for your beautiful
artwork, your zeal and the joy you brought to us all.
We would also like to thank Stephen’s wife, Dossie and her family for providing further
information of Stephen’s life and pictures for this small tribute.
Stacey Welsh (publisher)
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Big Winner
Jeff Durkin

Big Winner - Jeff Durkin

The craving pounded in his head and tingled
down his limbs. Denny Morris was close to his
destination. Close enough that he could taste it,
a metallic saltiness on his tongue, like sucking
on a bloody penny. Memory collapsed and the
past sank back beneath the sluggish waters of
time. He saw his goal, squatting at the end of
the street. The place where the yoke of needs
and desires lead him. Florentine’s Casino.
To Denny, the red neon letters and dirty
yellow light-bulbs of the sign were pure gold,
burning through the haze that hung over his
vision. To him, the casino was a glowing temple
where he sacrificed to the gods of chance and
despair.
He wasn’t aware of the gaps in the lights,
where the bulbs were burnt out and had not
been replaced. He didn’t notice that the neon
tubes for the apostrophe and ’S’ were broken
and had been for months. He didn’t see the dirty
walls. The posters advertising acts from years
ago. The decaying decoration, rotting remains
of a more prosperous past. All he saw was the
blaze of light. All he felt was the excited burning
in his limbs, the hard ball of hope and fear in
his gut.
The clatter of slot machines and the stench of
cigarette smoke poured past him, trying to infect
the outside world with every shallow dream and
tawdry vice.
He stepped in. He felt some of the weight lift
from his shoulders, some of the aching drain
from his limbs. He wove among the chiming,
chattering slot machines. He headed for his
favourite. He could have made the trip if he
were deaf and blind. His feet knew the path
across the worn red carpet, past rows of people
silently pressing the ‘Play’ button on their slot
machines.
Denny’s machine was not special to anyone
but him. The artwork was of a cartoonish
cowboy riding a smiling horse. The glass face
read ‘Ride The Range.’ Electronic Western music
occasionally burst from the worn speakers; it

sounded like it was drifting in from a distant
world. On the video screen, five columns of
rectangles glowed with a fierce light. Horses,
buffalo, six guns and Indians. Centuries of myth
and history reduced to decorations. Recycled
and repurposed cultural memories triggered
something in him. He vaguely remembered
playing cowboys and Indians as a child. He
couldn’t decide if it was really a memory or
something he created as filler for his increasingly
muddled past.
Denny didn’t think of such things for long. He
slipped his player’s card into the slot. He fed the
machine a grimy twenty dollar bill. He let out a
little sigh when the screen displayed his credits
and asked him if he would like to make a bet.
“Yes, please,” he muttered.
He played. With each push of the ‘Bet Max,’
‘Play 5 Line,’ and ‘Spin’ buttons, he felt a
soothing warmth wrap around his body, like
the arms of his dead mother, like the arms of
his ex-wife. The warmth wormed its way into
his brain, hot tendrils digging deeply into his
consciousness. He became an extension of the
machine. He was nothing but atavistic lust for
immediate gratification, feeding the machine
with dreams of winning.
After playing for hours, he came to his last $1
bill. It was heavy in his hands, the weight of his
whole, wasted life.
Denny remembered. He remembered when
he first sat down in front of the machine. When
he first slipped a bill gently into its glowing
slot. For fun, he would tell himself, just for
fun. Then another. Another. An hour. A day. A
week. Eventually, time stopped mattering. All
that mattered was the machine, the warmth he
felt, the dream of a win that would justify the
hardships he had inflicted on himself.
His wife—he couldn’t remember her name—
had left when she found out that he had emptied
their bank account and left his job. His children
no longer called him ‘dad.’ That had bothered
him at first. Not now. They were just ghosts that
dimly obscured the future of bright golden light.
The days when Denny felt bad about the old life
were long gone, fed into the machine, one bet at
a time.
He slipped the greasy dollar into the slot. The
machine seemed to sigh with satisfaction. He
pressed ‘Play 5 Lines.’ He pressed ‘Bet Max.’
He pressed ‘Spin.’ He watched as cowboys and
Indians chased each other across the screen. He
listened with dull focus to the tinkle of scratchy
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electronic chirps. He didn’t think of winning. He
didn’t think of losing. He just waited.
Five cowboys in a row.
The machine exploded with a raucous series
of electric whoops. The cowboys disappeared,
replaced by the words ‘Big Winner’ in red, block
letters. He leaned back in his maroon vinyl seat.
“Big winner,” he muttered, feeling each letter roll
past his dry tongue and cracked lips.
Denny felt a hand on his shoulder. He flinched
at the unexpected human contact. He looked up
with watery eyes into a man’s narrow, hard-lined
face.
“It says I’m a big winner.”
The man’s words were like white hot worms
in his ears. “And so you are. Congratulations,
sir. If you’ll come with me, I’ll take care of your
winnings.”
Denny noticed that the people sitting around
him were not looking at their machines for the
first time that he could remember. They were
looking at him. The masks of blank indifference
they normally wore were cracked, letting envy
and anger seep out. Someday, they all thought,
that will be me.
Denny followed the man through a door
marked ‘Staff Only.’ It led to a corridor with
green pastel walls and a spotless beige carpet.
“We don’t have many winners like you
anymore, sir,” the man said, “They are mostly
drawn to the new casinos. You know how it is.”
Denny didn’t know how it was. He muttered,
“Sure.” He thought about how his ‘big winnings’
could change things. He thought about getting
his old life back. He thought about his nameless
wife and shadow children. He thought about the
flickering lights, the smoke-thick air, the golden
dream. He knew where his winnings would go.
Into the machine.
The man led Denny down a flight of stairs.
“Almost there, sir.”
The walls were dark grey and glistened in the
harsh fluorescent light. The floor was sticky,
the rough surface clinging to the thin soles of
his worn shoes. The man led him to a door. The
door was grey, like the floor and the walls.
“Where?” Denny asked.
“This is where dreams live,” the man said. He
let out a dry chuckle. It sounded like a hot, stale
wind flowing across a midnight desert.

The man slipped a key into the lock. The door
seemed to quiver. Denny thought he heard the
sigh of his wife like when they would lay in bed
together in the shadow past.
The door swung open and the man stepped
aside.
“Your winnings,” he said.
Denny felt that something was wrong, like
he was being engulfed in a miasmic cloud from
a fetid swamp. He wanted to run. He wanted
to bury his head in the dirt and scream until
his mouth was filled with moist earth. But the
golden glow of his dreams beckoned him. He
entered the room. The man stepped in after him
and closed the door.
“She’s been watching you,” the man said,
“she’s been waiting until you were ripe.”
The heart of the casino sat in the centre of the
bare room, lit by feeble yellow light from caged
bulbs in each corner.
Denny tried to scream. Nothing came out.
The pulsing mass of red and black tissue
was larger than a man. It almost touching
the ceiling. The gleaming flesh shuddered in
anticipation. Thick tendrils ran from the heart,
into the walls and out to each machine.
“She’s hungry. Most of the people go to her
children. She doesn’t eat as often as she should.
But we love her. Don’t you love her?”
Denny saw a golden face emerge from the
heaving mass of wet tissue. It was the face of his
wife. His children. His past. His future. It glowed
with the light of hope and possibility. Everything
he wanted was waiting for him. His broken
lips curled into a smile. He shuffled forward to
embrace the heart.
Even as the tendrils wrapped around his
numb limbs, he smiled. Even as they lazily bored
into his body, he smiled. Even as the golden face
split into a vertical gash lined with razor-sharp
teeth, he smiled. Even as he slipped his head
into the waiting maw, he smiled.
Even as the teeth sank into his flesh and he
felt the warm blood pulsing across his face, he
smiled.
And why shouldn’t he?
He was finally the big winner.
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Blaze of Glory - Stephanie Barr

Art by Rose Campbell
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Shards of amethyst, keen and polished
as blades, slid over the windowsill before a
glittering dragon, replete in shades of violet,
crouched in the window. A tiny wisp of orange
flame flickered between her glistening jaws,
perhaps as a reminder that she was still deadly
no matter how dainty and beautiful she was.
“Blazes, Crystal, can’t you come in without
making a production of it every time? You’re
blocking the breeze.” Scarlet leaned against her
desk, tapping fingers, tipped in her signature
iridescent crimson, on the bland grey desk.
Crystal slipped into the newsroom and shifted,
until she looked nearly human, but for the
purple scales at her fingertips and the outsized
glory of her luminous eyes. That and the scales
instead of hair. Crystal gave her a toothy smile.
“Jealous you’re too big to come in that way?”
“Like I’d be proud to be bite-sized,” Scarlet
sneered, and slid back into her chair. “Red
dragons have size and beauty going for them.
That’s why I’m the queen of the society pages
and you’re, well…”
Crystal struggled to find the right retort. It
couldn’t be good for her future as a reporter if
she was always outwitted by this society hack.
“Crystal! Haven’t I told you to come in by the
door like a regular person?”
Crystal rolled her eyes before turning to greet
her editor. “I need every edge I can get.” She
offered her most ingratiating grin. “I don’t have
the range and speed…”
Jet silenced her with a raised eyebrow. Black
dragons were the most psychically endowed
as well as the largest. “I don’t need excuses,
Crystal. You begged me to take you off your
column, swore that you could hold your own on
hard news. So far, I’ve only had whining. I need
results. Stories. You’re a solid writer and eager,
I get that, but I need you to find something,
actually write something, worthwhile—yesterday,
if not sooner.”
Crystal recoiled. “Or I’m back on the column?”
“Or you’re back on the street. Someone else
already has your column.”
Jet was back in her office before the words had
faded. Scarlet said nothing, but couldn’t keep
the smirk from her face.
“There’s an opening in my department,” Jade
said from behind her. “We can use a good writer
with a conscience.”

Crystal reined in her temper. “I didn’t become
a reporter to write about water contamination or
the plight of the endangered human. I came here
to make something of myself.”
“To make what? A splash or a difference?”
“If I have my way, both. And I won’t get there
writing science pieces that don’t sell papers.”
“They sell some.”
“Not enough.”
“The people who look for the truth are the ones
that make the world change. Words of substance
become the impetus for change. Why isn’t that
good enough for you?”
It was an old argument that had worn a
lifelong friendship thin. Crystal didn’t want to
lose Jade. But she didn’t want to give in either.
“You’re wasting your time, Jade. She just
wants the big byline. The blaze of glory.”
“Shut up, Scarlet,” Crystal snapped. “Just
watch my tail.” With that, she dove out the
window, falling gloriously for thirty floors or so
before releasing her wings and stroking up into
the unblemished sky. She had to find a story,
but where?
It was so unfair. Purple dragons were the
most beautiful jewels of all dragonkind—smart,
agile, and tiny. And the most rare, which meant
she didn’t have a network of her kin, either.
They were nearly as scarce as humans. Unless
she stumbled upon a story, she didn’t have a
chance. Unthinkingly, she had drifted toward
the human reserve, the last bastion of humanity
on the planet. Humans were fascinating. Ugly.
Deadly. They’d nearly taken out their own
planet and themselves with it, as Jade loved to
point out, and now they were dependent on the
dragons that came after for the last of their kind
to survive. As she drifted over the businesses
clustered at the edge of the reserve, she smelled
something she’d never mistake—dragons never
mistake flesh.
No meat processing was allowed near the
reserve since several poaching syndicates had
been taken out. There were always dragons that
loved the delicacies.
Crystal spun on her wingtip and slipped
low, knowing, this time, her size was to her
advantage if she didn’t catch the light. Skimming
along the rooftops, she followed her nose until
she lit on the flat roof of a dry cleaners. True,
the solvents and cleaning smells were there, but,
underneath, definitely meat and fire. Meat was
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not cooking now, but it had been recently. The
fire, however, was now.
From her vantage point, she scoped out
around the building. No guards – probably don’t
want the attention – a chimney, common to most
dragon establishments. There were two windows
on either side and a door at front and back, the
one at the back for loading. She chose the side
away from the road and, still in dragon form,
snaked her head along the side of the building,
looking through the half-open curtains. Then
jerked back with a gasp. Humans!
They’d been corralled in a corner, their eyes
wide with fear, their creepy hairless bodies
huddled in their dread. Some were screaming,
either from terror or the heat of the fire pit not
five metres away.
If she flew back to the office, she’d have the
scoop of the year! They might have packed up
by the time the authorities came, but she’d have
her story and the assurance they’d be found.
The cops had the best noses in the world after
all.
She just had to fly fast and low until she was
out of sight. By the time another reporter found
it (and they would), she’d have scooped them all.
She just had to go…
She hadn’t meant to look again. It wasn’t
like there was anything she could do for the
nasty critters. They were lucky the dragons had
preserved them at all.
But she did look. Maybe two dozen of them
and she couldn’t help but notice they were all
young, probably not a full grown one in the
mix. Several of the smaller ones clung to their
neighbours with particular ferocity, wailing or
whimpering. Except one, tiny, holding the hand
of what was clearly an older sibling, but still
uncowed. Her blonde curls clung to her head
with sweat and her face was dirty, but there was
something defiant in her stance, her eyes, that
made her more than just an endangered animal,
more than a soulless monster many considered
humans to be, more than a victim.
Crystal was struck. This, this was why, for all
their failings, humans had once been ascendant.
They had among their number individuals like
this one, with soul and spirit and heart. She
could die, but she couldn’t be tamed. The girl, as
if she could sense Crystal, turned her head and
held her gaze, one heartbeat, then another.
Crystal pulled her head back and curled up on
the roof. Why the blazes hadn’t she flown away?

Why did she have to look again? Stupid, stupid
curiosity!
Shit! Blazing brass balls! There’s no way she
could save them. There were at least four in
there, all green dragons who weren’t swift but
were damn fine fighters as a general rule. And
these guys would almost undoubtedly be. Maybe
if she tipped off the cops first, she could still
get her scoop and save these kids. The nearest
police station was only five minutes hard flying
away.
“Alright then,” she heard one of the dragons
say, in the guttural voice that said he was still
in his in-between state, between the non-verbal
dragon and the all-but-human. Must not have
room to go full dragon. “Who’s first?”
Roasting them alive? Were they barbarians?
“Should we spit ‘em like last time?”
No time for cops. No time to think at all. She
had to act!
Crystal slithered down the front of the dry
cleaners and opened the door, letting the bell
ring out, and then slinking back to the roof.
“Oh, hellfire, who drops off clothing at two in
the afternoon? Pine, go get rid of them and then
check the perimeter. Can’t have anyone hear
them screaming.”
Crystal had meanwhile figured out where
everyone else was located. Green dragons are
good fighters and bulky but couldn’t change in
that space. That was an edge. And they couldn’t
breathe fire, so that was another edge. But
her fire wouldn’t be much use, since it wasn’t
particularly hot. Besides, they might not use
fire, but they were fire-resistant in their current
state.
Better move now before she calculated the
odds. She leapt to the dock by the loading door
(open as she’d expected) and grabbed the dragon
at the door by the back of the neck, sinking her
fangs into his scaly flesh. It was not common
knowledge that purple dragons were venomous.
The other two leapt for her and she flung her
first victim, already shuddering his last, into
one of them, tumbling them both into the huge
fire pit. Fireproof and fire resistant were not the
same. Guess she’d find out how fireproof green
dragons actually were.
The other, letting his talons grow longer,
was still a serious problem. She had a slight
weight advantage and reach, but he was more
maneuverable in this small space. And she was
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a writer not a fighter and didn’t want to kill the
humans by mistake. She doubted he’d care.
“What are you doing? You want a piece of the
action? You want to try some human meat?
Shoulda asked, you pathetic excuse for a
dragon!” Then he grinned, and it chilled Crystal
to the bone. “That makes you a delicacy, too.”
Well, dragons were a ruthless lot.
He struck out with two hand strikes she barely
dodged then kicked and sliced through one of
her wings. She used her tail to knock him off his
feet, then slashed him, crotch to sternum. Not
enough to kill him, but maybe it would slow him
down.
Behind her, an arm of steel encircled her
throat, held high against her jaw so she couldn’t
make use of her serpentine neck but her wings,
spiked at the tips, slammed into him as her tail
wrapped around his legs. If they pinned her
between them, it was all over. She managed to
twist in her assailant’s grip enough to bring her
talons into the fight while he needed both his
limbs to hold her. His feet, tangled in her tail,
were useless to him. If she could just beat him
back before the other recovered enough to knock
her out…

The green dragon was no more surprised
than she when she finally incapacitated him.
When she turned to the other, she realized the
humans had not been idle and had beaten him
with stakes and poles until he was also at least
unconscious. As for the other two, apparently
they had just been fire resistant.
She curled up, still dragon, wondering exactly
how badly damaged she was. Best not to think
about it. The girl she’d noticed earlier, face now
smeared with blood as well as dirt, curled up on
her and spoke soothingly in that strange human
tongue that few dragons had mastered.
Not five minutes later, as the various hurts
began to make themselves known, the police
burst in: burly copper dragons in their half
state.
“Blue Blazes, you’re alive! The reporter who
saw you guys scuffling figured you were a goner.
Tipped us on his way to get his story, I guess.
What did you think you were doing?”
So much for her scoop, but it wasn’t a total
loss. Crystal shrugged.
“Making a difference.”
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Daughter of the River King - R. A.
Campbell

Daughter of the River King
R. A. Campbell

Delta always remembered what it was like to
walk upon two feet, even when she felt the least
human. Yet she always felt the call of the water
in her human form, all arms and legs and hair.
She could deny neither part of herself, fish or
woman. Neither could she be entirely one or the
other.
It seemed to Delta that this was as it had
always been, but there had been a time when
she was woman only. Her memories told her
of growing up a girl-child: playing in the tall
grasses and trees, chasing other children down
a cobbled lane to a house—her home—being
swung in circles by a large bluff man she knew
to be her father, the River King.
So many years ago it had been, so misted were
her memories, that Delta could not always recall
how it came to be that she was as she was.
Being a fish the majority of the time, she did not
have much time to reason things through, as
fish do not think in the way of people.
The change was upon her now, her scales and
fins transforming into skin and hair, hands and
feet. Soon she would walk on the cold sand for a
few precious hours, until the sun breached the
horizon. Then her change would be reversed,
and she would swim as a fish again while day
passed into night, until once again the sky was
tinged with false morning, and she could walk
once more.
This morning Delta found that she was not
alone on the beach. A young man stood gaping
at her, startled at seeing her come up out of
the surf in the midst of her change. On many
occasions Delta had been met by people, many
thinking to save her from drowning, a few
thinking her the devil. Very rarely, one would
stop and talk with her, reminding her of the
warmth of human companionship. This one had
a friendly aspect about him. She was pleased.

The young man rushed to her, placing his coat
about Delta’s naked form to warm her. Grateful
for his concern, she offered him a smile.
“Lady, I have just witnessed the most
extraordinary thing. A great fish has just come
up out of the lake and spit out a beautiful
woman! Will marvels never cease? I should
thank that fish, for you are the most bonny lady
I have ever set eyes upon!” The young man’s
eyes twinkled with adventurous humour in the
light of the lantern he held aloft.
“Would that I had only been in the belly of a
fish, kind sir, and not cursed as I am to live as
that creature day to day,” Delta could not keep
the bitterness from her rarely used voice. “But
cursed I am, until I find the most precious thing
in all the world and lay it at my father’s feet.
You see, I was a wilful and greedy child, always
grasping at things, ever wanting more for myself.
Thus was I accursed, to humble me and teach
me the value of all things. But gods! I have forgot
myself. I do not even know your name, dear sir!”
As if in celebration of a miracle, he danced in a
wide circle, face lifted to the paling sky, lantern
swinging wide around him. His merriment was
contagious, and shortly Delta found herself
dancing on the sand, hand in hand with this
endearing fool.
“My name,” he shouted as they spun, “is
Gerhard, but I am called Ged. My mother is
the Duchess of Calder, and my father is Du—”
he promptly fell over his own feet and landed
in a heap, pulling Delta down atop him. Their
laughter rang out across the water.
“I had never hoped to meet anyone such as
you,” He giggled, tucking a lock of Delta’s hair
behind her ear. “Truly you are extraordinary, my
lady.”
“I must introduce myself lest I forget me again.
I am Delta, only daughter of the River King,
he who saw my folly and cursed me for it,” her
smile fell as she thought of her curse.
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“Lady Delta, Princess. It is my honour to know
you.”
“I thank you, kind sir. The honour is mine.”
“May I ask something of you?”
“Ask.”
“How long do you have?”
“Have, sir?”
“Until you are a fish once again?”
Delta glanced up at the sky. It was quite
bright now, and she knew there was little time
before the sun broke over the trees.
“It looks upon a quarter hour, maybe a little
more.”
“Ah, so soon! How are we to solve this
conundrum in such short time?” Ged’s brow
creased in thought. “I don’t suppose the most
precious thing in the world could be bought,
then, could it? Perhaps if we undertook a quest,
we could find it in our travels? Or maybe we
have to ask someone for it. Hmmm. I wonder…”
Delta was delighted. This funny young man
wanted to help her, even to the point of
undertaking a quest! She allowed him to ramble
on, content in listening to him, becoming fonder
of him every moment. After a short bit, she
interrupted him.
“There is no need for immediate action. My
father comes to me once every year to see if I
have found his answer, and he has been already
this year. We have almost a full twelve-month
in which to seek.” She allowed herself a happy
smile, and Ged smiled in return. His gaze grew
tender as he fondled a lock of her hair.
Sitting close beside him, Delta felt his gentle
warmth. Ged abandoned her hair and gently
caressed her cheek, softly pulling her closer to
him. Leaning into each other, their lips met in a
tentative kiss. Delta felt her entire body tingle.
Abruptly, she pulled away from him with a
distressed exclamation.
“My Lady? Delta, what is it?” Ged asked,
concerned.
“I’m changing! It is time!” She called, running
swiftly as she could down the beach into the
waves. “Come! Come swim with me, I will do you
no harm!”
Ged followed her as quickly as he could. His
shod feet ploughed into the water only seconds
after Delta. He waded up to his chest, then
stopped, his arms raised uselessly above the
water to keep dry, although they were already
soaked.

“I will be here when you return, sweet Lady!
I will wait for you! I fear naught from you, my
dear Delta, but I cannot swim with you. I cannot
swim! I know not how!” He shouted this toward
her as her body transformed from beautiful
woman to beautiful fish, and she heard this last
scarcely before her fishy mind once again took
over. He watched her swim away in the clear
water, still wearing his coat.
True to his word, Ged was on the beach the
next morning when Delta returned in human
form. He was there the morning after that,
and the one after that also, every day. Delta’s
fondness for him grew each day as well, until
she could not fathom a morning without his
exuberant humour and tender embraces.
The young man built a modest house for
himself along the beach, so he could be close to
Delta at all times. Though he could not swim, he
often waded into the water to caress her scales
and bring her bits of bread, which she ate out of
his hands. He took her human measurements
and filled his home with beautiful clothing for
her to wear while they visited together. She
searched the lake bottom for trinkets from old
wrecks to give him. Their devotion to each other
grew ever stronger. In their new-found love, they
forgot the notion of finding a cure for her curse.
The day came when Delta announced that
her father would arrive shortly to test her once
more. Ged was again overcome with a fervour to
discover the secret of the most precious thing in
the world. He began to quest, searching as far
as his feet would take him in a day. He found
nothing. After a week of failure, he determined
to brave highwaymen and treacherous wilds and
go farther abroad, to return no more than two
weeks thence, even if empty handed.
Delta awaited Ged’s return impatiently.
When in fish form she simply felt his absence
as loneliness, as a woman she felt as if part of
herself were missing. She swam for hours in
circles, ignoring interesting flotsam, paying no
attention to the pretty patterns the sun made
on the lake bottom. She sat in his big armchair
without lighting a fire in the hearth, pretending
he was there. She rearranged his collection of
sea-glass a dozen times a day. She ached from
want of him.
At last the day of his return came.
Delta had decorated the outside of the house
with lake grass and flotsam to make it festive
for Ged upon his arrival home. She wore his
favourite dress, and pulled her hair back from
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her face just the way he liked it. She brought
the two stick-frame chairs down to the edge of
the water, along with a fresh pitcher of ale and a
large mug. There she waited for him, tense with
anticipation, unable to keep herself still.
As the sky lightened and Ged remained
unseen, Delta grew nervous. It bode ill that the
young man who was so very conscientious had
not arrived on schedule. He promised to arrive
no later than four of the clock, shortly after her
transformation. It was now hard upon five of
the clock, and there was no sign of him. Delta
paced; her nervousness turned to anxiety. Her
footprints counted the seconds.
Joy shattered Delta’s anxiety when her eye
caught on a rustling in the bushes beside the
house. “Ged,” she called, darting up the beach
toward the house. “Ged my dear, I have so
worried!”
She stopped short as she came to the bushes.
Her heart lurched, going fiery cold. There was
Ged, bloody and battered as no person should
be, struggling with every ounce in him to make
his way to her on his belly. He was beaten so
fiercely that his attackers surely thought the life
had gone out of him. Yet he battled his way to
his beach and his Delta. She fell to her knees
and took him in her arms.
“Oh, my dear Ged!” She murmured, pulling
him close to her, ever so careful not to jostle his
injured body. “Oh, my darling, what has been
done to you?”
“Delta?” He wheezed, recognizing her through
his pain. Weakly he raised a hand to stroke her
face, then tangled his fingers in her hair and
gripped as tightly as he could. “I have made it
home to you.”
“Yes, my darling. You are home. I am here,”
she reassured him.
“Where’s my ale?” he joked thinly, and she
forced a laugh for him. His humour still held.
Her tears crept out as she smiled at him.
A sudden tingling in her body made Delta
glance up at the sky. The sun had almost
arrived, and her daily change was upon her. Ged
tensed in her arms and struggled as if to rise,
the effort driving coughs from his broken body.
“Delta! The sun! You must…to the…water!” he
forced, urging her with all his wrecked might to
make her way into the lake before her change
was complete. She pressed her hand gently
against his cheek and shook her head softly.

“No, my heart. My place is here with you.
Just let me hold you. Rest now,” As she spoke
her body was changing, skin turning to shining
scales, legs twining to become tail. Carefully she
laid him down on the grass, placing her head
against his shoulder. Her arms were once again
changing into fins.
“My Delta…” he breathed, his last.
“Ged!” wailed Delta, as her transition
completed. For a few moments her gills worked
furiously, her fish body trying to breathe thin
air. Her tail twitched as she struggled, but she
did not jump about as most fish would. She
remained at Ged’s side as her body gave up its
fight. Her death came to her and at last, she too
was still.
They lay there, the princess and her fool, all
that day and on, undisturbed. Yet some time in
the early morning, long before the sun shone
and somewhat after the sky began to lighten, a
figure appeared.
A large, burly man came upon them, man
and fish. He carried them gingerly to the water
where he released them together. Head bowed
and shoulders shaking, the man splashed to
his knees and held himself. He rocked in that
manner until the sun shone bright upon the
water. Then, composing himself, he stood and
strode away toward the river.
At the forest’s edge he was joined by a
smallish fellow, who looked up at him, owl-eyes
questioning.
“Sire, has she learned? Has the curse been
lifted at last?” the little man inquired.
“Oh, my friend,” sighed the River King, “my
daughter has at last found that which is more
precious than life itself.”
Out in the depths of the lake, amongst the
skeletons of old wrecks, drifted the figures of
Delta and Ged. At the words spoken by the
River King, Delta’s fish body shifted until it was
the human body the girl had always known.
Their limbs caught up together, the lovers
began to glow from within. After a moment, they
burst apart, and what had been two were now
hundreds of tiny rainbow-coloured fish, eager to
begin a new day.
“She has indeed,” he rumbled, smiling.
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Facing Infinity
Facing Infinity - Iain Henson

Iain Henson

The St Jerome, a snarled construction of
Bauer drives, cargo containers and habitat
modules, departed Espirito Santo en route to
Port Farlight and a rendezvous with the Church
Protector Enfolding Wing. The final phase of
their voyage would see the St Jerome entering
that poorly mapped region of space, and make a
cautious approach to the Anomaly.
At Farlight, a man-made sphere of light and
life hanging at the outer edge of the Deeps, Dr
Hugo Stahl, St Jerome’s chief scientist and
titular commander, granted an audience to
Cardinal Francisco Autumn. They faced each
other across an antique mahogany desk in
Autumn’s spacious quarters aboard the Wing.
The Cardinal wasted no time on trivialities.
“I’m aware of your reputation on the Council,
Doctor. I’ve read many of your monographs.” A
dismissive gesture indicated Autumn’s opinion.
“His Holiness believes it’s God’s will you lead
the expedition. But I would remind you that the
Pope is old and his influence is waning. Even
with the longevity bestowed by your science, he
won’t live forever.”
Stahl kept his expression neutral, his posture
submissive. Autumn possessed the power here;
Stahl was under no illusion that given the
slightest provocation the priest would curtail the
expedition. As long as everything went ‘by the
Book,’ Autumn would acquiesce to the Pope’s
directive.
The Cardinal paused to sit. He neglected to
offer a seat to Stahl.
“For several years I’ve sought the necessary
political support to undo some of the damage
His Holiness has inflicted upon the Church. And
that includes the leniency he has shown to your
‘Scientific Council.’” Autumn almost spat the
words. “Only now are other cardinals waking to
the threat. God has directed us to explore his
creation and the Church is being forced into an
advisory role, lackeys to the scientists who still
choose to question the Word.”
Stahl risked an interjection. “Your Eminence,
we are here only at the behest of His Holiness.
Since The Deeps were put under Church Edict

nearly a century ago the Council has never
sought to challenge that ruling.”
Autumn’s jaw clenched and he glared at the
scientist, but didn’t interrupt.
“His Holiness asked the Council to investigate
the Anomaly. His Holiness has stated that it’s
God’s will we visit the Anomaly.”
The Cardinal’s scowl deepened. “I’m aware of
the content of Pope Cornelius’s directive, Doctor!
Just as I’m aware of the glee it generated among
members of the Council.” Autumn toyed with the
scriptor that lay adjacent to his memoria tablet.
He turned his gaze upon Stahl and sat silently
for a moment. “This expedition will find nothing
that does not venerate the greater glory of God!
Do you understand?” The Cardinal sprang to his
feet and slammed both palms upon his desk.
“You question God’s Word at every opportunity,
regardless of your fawning obeisance to the
Pope. This will stop! Now!” He thrust a shaking
finger at the scientist, “When the Conclave
announces my Papacy, I will personally oversee
the dissolution of the Council and the immediate
cessation of its interference in matters best left
to the Holy Seer.”
Stahl raised both hands in a placatory gesture,
“The Council works only at the behest of His
Holiness. He is convinced that we do God’s will
in studying the Anomaly. He may even believe
that the Anomaly is God!”
Stahl’s composure failed him. Regretting every
word as they vomited forth, but unable to halt
the flow. “You’re scared that we’ll find something
to prove God is no longer relevant! Or worse still
that He never existed!”
Autumn opened his mouth; Stahl tried to
drag himself back onto a less divisive path. “I’m
not the strongest Believer, Your Eminence, I
admit that. I’ve crossed words with the Church
many times. But my motives aren’t seditious.
I question only because that’s the path my life
has taken and choose to believe it’s the path
I’m meant to take. Pope Cornelius spoke to
me of God’s will directing us to the Anomaly.
Maybe it’s only now, when we’ve come this far
into the darkness, that God will finally reveal
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what mankind’s purpose may always have been.
We named Earth the ‘cradle of mankind’ and
perhaps we have to move beyond its boundaries
to discover our purpose. It’s not just you that’s
unsure Cardinal. My life is about seeking
answers to questions. Difficult questions. We
may be on the threshold of the ultimate answer
and I’m hesitant of what we might find. We’ve
only known of the Anomaly’s existence for the
past eighty years and we have no way to know
its provenance.” His voice and posture dropped.
‘What if His Holiness is right? What if it is God?
Just how do we face our Maker?” Stahl finished
on a whisper, “How do we... How do I face God?”
Stahl’s watched with head bowed as the
cardinal raised a hand and almost mumbled
a benediction. “And what if it’s an alien
construct? What if it’s something aliens worship
as their god?” the cardinal asked. He glanced at

the design painted upon one bulkhead to mimic
a stained glass window from the Church of St
Peter. “Could humanity really stomach another
religious conflict?”
Stahl raised his head, “Religion doesn’t always
promote war. Differences can be accommodated.
Think what we might learn, not just about them
but about ourselves.”
Autumn’s smile was almost benign. “You
ignore your history Doctor. The Holy Empire
exists because of conflict, not because of peace
and tolerance.” His expansive gesture indicated
the ship surrounding them. “This is a fighting
vessel—a hawk, not a dove.” He sat slowly,
his age for once showing in the lines on his
face. “Sometimes I pray that we are God’s only
creation. But, Doctor, my soul tells me we’re not.
And I fear for us all.”
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The Shape of Things that Almost Came
The Shape of Things that Almost Came - Bob Lee

Bob Lee

When I was young, yes just a lad,
The future was so bright,
With flying cars and rocket ships,
That soared to giant heights.
And robot maids to do the work,
Plus leisure time for all;
I’d strap my jet pack to my frame,
For shopping at the mall.
Vacation trip? Why, go to space!
It doesn’t cost that much;
Or maybe hit the large Moon Base,
Holo-call to keep in touch!
I read them all in my early years,
The sci-fi laced with beasts;
A ray gun ready in my hand,
I won’t be a Martian feast!
But it is now, to my regret,
These never came to pass;
My auto hugs the ground and eats,
Windmills instead of gas.
My Wi-Fi goes out twice a week,
My e-mail’s overflowed,
The Nigerian prince is waiting still,
To send the gelt I’m owed!
I didn’t get it all you see,
But my life is now down pat;
My smartphone brings the future to me,
There is an app for that!
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Alternate Universe Film Reviews
Sands of Buenos Aires (1952)
Jeff Durkin
The latest film from the prolific team of John
Wayne and John Ford is a by-the-numbers
but engaging retelling of the climactic battle of
the liberation of Argentina. Audiences should
thrill to the rousing battle scenes and cinematic
heroics, even if they balk at the sentimental
story.

Alternate Universe Film Review
Sands of Buenos Aires (1952) - Jeff Durkin

up much better than the Tokyo scenes. A few
of Wayne’s men don’t make it, killed by the
Waffen SS of Argentina’s Nazi allies who they
find manning the fortifications; but, those that
do come to appreciate the value of Striker’s
training.
All this is a build-up to the third act, which
takes place in the streets of Buenos Aires. Ford
does a creditable job of showing the intensity of
urban combat. He shot for two weeks in Buenos
Aires and the on-location feel gives the battle a
reality and immediacy that is missing from the
earlier Tokyo sequence. Ford and DP Winton
Hoch even switch to a hand-held camera for part
of the battle, giving the audience a very ‘you are
there’ experience.

Sands of Buenos Aires follows Marine Corps
Sergeant Ted Striker (Wayne) as he turns a
group of raw recruits into an effective fighting
force. Before leading them into battle, Striker
has to fight his own inner demons. A veteran of
the Pacific War, he’s a drinker and too tough for
his own good. At least, that’s what the script by
Harry Brown wants us to believe. While there
is a lot of dialogue among the recruits about
how unfair Striker is, they recognise that his
lessons and leadership save their lives later in
the movie.
Ford’s direction has some pacing problems,
but he generally keeps the film moving along.
After a talky first act focusing on life in a
Marine Corps training camp, there is a lengthy
flashback. Striker is sitting alone in a bar, when
an overheard conversation has him reminisce
about the Invasion of Japan. He is shown
leading a squad of men through the ruins of
Tokyo. The one visual misstep of the otherwise
handsomely lensed film is how obviously setbound these scenes are. The sequence does
inject some needed action and provides the
backstory to the tense relationship Striker
has with one of the new men, PFC Bill Knight,
played by John Agar. Knight’s father Tom
(played by William Holden) was one of Striker’s
men. Tom dies from a Japanese sniper bullet
while he and Striker share a bottle of sake in
the rubble of the Imperial Palace. Knight blames
Striker—and not the sniper—for what happened.
It’s the one false note in the story, meant to stir
up drama between the two characters. This subplot gets lost in the second act, as Wayne leads
his men on an attack against Isla Trinidad.
This sequence was filmed on location and holds

In the end, there are some historical tweaks.
For example, Argentinian dictator Juan Peron
(played with delicious villainy by Vincent
Price) was not found hiding in his command
bunker under the ruins of the Casa Rosada
by US Marines; he was found hiding in the
bedroom of one of his mistresses by Free French
paratroopers. However, these changes don’t
detract from the satisfying finale. Few audiences
will fail to cheer when they see Wayne and
company cut down the flags of fascist Argentina
and Nazi Germany and raise the Stars and
Stripes. The film ends with Striker and Knight
sharing a bottle of Scotch liberated from Peron’s
private stock and beginning to talk about
Knight’s father.
The film should have good box office. Wayne
is a proven draw and the film should get great
word of mouth based on the action-filled third
act. Republic Pictures has another winner on its
hands.
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Trouble at the Docks - Jim King

Chapter Twenty Three
“Summerby General.” The General looked up.
“Abdul Rashid, was this the German, the man
you came here to stop?”
The tall Arab nodded, his hard face cast into
shadows and flat planes under the bright light of
the oil lamp.
“May God ensure that he suffers a thousand
lifetimes of torment for what he has done. My
family is avenged. Now we must destroy the
book and my oath is fulfilled.”
The General looked at Lieutenant Fowler
then around the room with its broken table
and chairs, smashed shelves, pottery and odd
powders spread on the floor.
“Did, did—” The General coughed to clear his
throat, his voice no more than a croak. “Did
anyone find this cursed book?”
Fowler shook his head. “No, General,
everything is as we found it. Just this fellow. We
saw no one else and that corridor is the only way
in.”
Rashid interrupted, “The book is large, two
feet each side. We must find it.”
Lieutenant Fowler shrugged his shoulders
then gestured around the small room. “I’m sorry,
it’s not here. There is nowhere to hide anything
of any size, we have already looked.”

The Arab took several steps into the room and
with his free hand swept the few remaining pots
and boxes off the shelves to hatter on the floor.
“It must be here, God led me here, the book
must be here!”
Having turned over every piece of debris in the
room, the Arab turned angrily towards the door
with every intention of leaving.
“STOP.” General Summerby’s voice echoed in
the small room. “We only have one lamp.”
Abdul Rashid paused, he glanced from the
General to the oil lamp and back. Then he hung
his head in acceptance of the situation.
Summerby walked across to the disheartened
man and placed a hand on his shoulder. “I have
no less desire to have this ended than you do
but running around in the darkness achieves
nothing. Light the way out for us and I will send
a squad of men with every lantern we possess to
tear every square foot of this place apart. If the
book is here, we will find it, but we will search
for it properly, carefully. Do you understand
me?”
When Rashid nodded, the General turned to
the men of his command. “Gentlemen, let us
leave this place.”
***
The journey back to the surface was without
further adventure, and soon all of them were
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blinking as they stepped back into the bright
light of the sun. Orders were given to bring
additional oil lamps, and Sergeant Troutman
was detailed to assemble a squad to search
the building and underground rooms carefully
alongside Rashid.
The other officers separated to take command
of various parts of the town and supervise the
continuing search for any remaining walking
corpses or other threats.
By the time the sun was low in the hills, the
town was declared secure, no remaining threat
had been uncovered and every building and
room had been searched. Given the reputation
the place had gained, no one was willing to
spend the night and so the entire force withdrew
back to the fortified camp site beside the road.
Guards were posted to watch for any activity in
the town during the darkness, but aside from
that unlucky few, every other man returned to
the camp.
In order to deal with the state of the British
soldiers the General ordered the East India
Company to take over all guard posts for the
night. The officer commanding that force
considered arguing, but as he’d heard the many
stories of the days fighting and looked the
General in the eye, he did no more than salute
and walk away to assign his men to their new
posts.
Overnight there were a few false alarms,
frightened men fired at shadows or shrub
bushes stirred by a light breeze. No one slept
well and by dawn the entire force was tired
and either angry or fearful. Sergeants came
down hard on any attitude or disobedience
and outwardly the camp returned to normal,
different only in the lack of red coats on sight.
As soon as the sun was touching the
horizon a courier was made ready. He received
reports and dispatches for Cairo, most urgent.
Reinforcements, supplies and everything else the
force would need. As the rider walked his horse
to the edge of the camp, he was also approached
by the doctor, who added another letter to
the message pouch slung over the courier’s
shoulder.
The first task that day was burial. So many
had died and it had taken so long to secure the
town that those who had fallen during the day
had been placed in several intact buildings in
the town. Now before the heat of the day did its
work, every walking soldier was assembled along
with all of the native workers and levy.

Rather than individual graves, large trenches
were dug, one for each platoon. Second platoon’s
trench was by far the largest of the three. With
the trenches deep enough the slain were brought
out and carried across the open area to the
road close to the camp. The officers debated the
matter then found that some of their men had
already set to work digging the grave trenches
as far from the ruined town as possible. Every
man felt laying the British dead to rest near the
cursed ruin would be terribly wrong.
Once the dead had been placed in the
trenches, the entire force formed ranks. They
had no padre with them but the Doctor brought
out his bible and performed the ceremony and
reading. His surprisingly clear voice carried
across the desert as he spoke the well-known
words.
Then the native workers were left to fill in the
trenches and pile the dirt high to form mounds
over the resting place of the fallen.
Very little was done for the rest of the day, the
East India men muttered and grumbled at how
they were being left to guard the whole camp
day and night, but not close enough to be heard
by an officer or any of the more aggressive red
coats. They had been outside the town and had
not seen the dead come walking and killing,
but they had only to look into the eyes of the
men who had been there to know that what had
happened was horrible beyond words.
That night was quiet, no shots were fired and
no one raised a false alarm. The men of the
company enjoyed a full night of sleep. Well most
of them anyway.
A lamp burned late into the night and several
hours into the following morning. The guard
wondered if the normally careful General had left
the lamp on but when he approached the tent
flap, he heard movement within and the faint
scratching of pen on paper.
Doubtless the General was trying to fill the
many reports that were needed. The army ran on
paper and rules.
But the General was not filling any forms, nor
was he writing reports. Instead he was writing
and rewriting a letter to his granddaughter.
Each time when he finished and read back his
words, he realised they did not explain what he
meant to say. Finally he stopped writing when
he realised that he could not write what he
wanted because he did not truly understand it.
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In his long years of service he had faced many
enemies, he had won battles, he had even lost a
few. He had led many men, and not all of them
came back. Death in battle was something to
be expected; that an officer lost men was not a
surprise.
What disturbed him was how many he had
lost and the foe against whom he was fighting.
The memory of his hand shaking so much he
could not reload his pistol came back to him
again and again. How many years had it been?
How many battles? The General spent the long
silent hours of the night trying to remember the
places where he had fought and the names of
the enemies he had beaten.
The sky was beginning to lighten the tent
when he realised he had been awake all night,
his oil lamp had run dry several hours before
and he had not even noticed. Was he too old for
all of this, should he retire and return to the wet
green fields of England?
But then who would command his men? War
was coming and it was going to be more terrible
than anything that had ever been seen. The full
power of the new science was changing war into
bloody slaughter that would make the events in
the town look mild by comparison.
Who would take over the regiment and the
garrison, who would take over the defence of
Cairo? One of those new young colonels, anxious
for battle and glory, uncaring of the casualties?
Some young lord, looking to make his name and
impress those at Horseguards?
No. They were his men, he could not abandon
them and return to peace and luxury while they
continued to serve in the sand and the heat.
Duty, it came down to Duty. Queen, country, the
men under his command.
Duty.
Always Duty.
***
The second day after the battle things began
to return to normal – avalry and infantry patrols
of the area, drill and training. The routines of
an army camp in the field. Normal, comforting.
Slowly the terror of just two days ago began to
lessen – not fade because every man who had
been there would never forget it – but with days
of peace a man could stand in the light of the
hot Egyptian sun and the darkness seemed
small and far away.
The Landship Greyhound had made it back
to the camp after the battle and settled there,

now after a full day of not moving, the boilers
were fired up and the driver engaged the forward
drive to move her. The grinding, screeching and
cracking of metal startled the entire camp as her
left side gearbox literally tore itself to pieces.
As Lieutenant Houseman reported at the
day’s officers’ meeting, the landship was
completely immobilised and beyond repair
with the resources on hand. Fortunately he
had requested a significant shipment of spares
several days before when the damage to the
gears was noticed. The sand simply wore away
the moving parts at such a rate that they had
now used every spare they had brought with
them. But a wagon-load of replacements should
be sent along with the reinforcements, so while
Greyhound was out of action for the present, she
would be repaired in a week or so and good for
the return trip.
In the mean time she was a fortress inside the
fortified camp.
Apart from Greyhound, stores and supplies
were acceptable. They retained sufficient
ammunition for all weapons to fight another
battle if required, though they lacked the men
for any such engagement. Food was in good
supply, some of the natives had found a good
spot for a well so as water ran down, a party
could be set to digging one.
Still overall the command was in acceptable
condition if you chose not to notice the number
of empty tents and the shortness of the morning
roll call.
So everyone settled down to the normal
routine, waiting for the reinforcements and
supplies so they could return to Cairo.
***
On the fourth day after the battle sentries
along the north side of the camp raised an alert.
A dot in the clear blue sky was approaching at
some speed. Shouts brought binoculars and a
telescope and it quickly became clear that it was
a small sleek airship, a dirigible. But whose?
As it came closer, a shout went up, the Union
flag was visible, painted on the bow of the
dirigible hull.
Lieutenant Houseman called across the camp,
“I say, that’s a swift. She’s a naval scout ship.
Might be the one stationed at Cairo.”
The airship came over the camp, slowing
and descending as it did so, till it was no more
than twenty feet above the dust. A crewman in
naval seaman’s uniform opened a side door and
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shouted then dropped several ropes. The naval
ratings from the Landship contingent ran up
and took hold of the ropes while the boson and
two seamen set to hammering several long iron
spikes into the ground to tie off the airship.
Once this was done, the ship was pulled down
another ten feet by the entire Landship’s support
crew and tied off securely. A rope ladder was
dropped from the underslung cabin and two
men climbed down. The first in the uniform of
a Colonel of infantry, the second in the tropical
suit of a gentleman or perhaps some civilian
employee of Her Majesty overseas.
Both men reached the ground and looked
around; the officer pointed towards the General
and both men walked in that direction. The
officer saluted, the civilian looked around at
the many curious soldiers watching what was
happening. “General, can we talk somewhere
more private?”
In the privacy of the General’s tent it became
clear that the army officer was deferring to
the civilian in a way that said the man held
considerable rank or power in the empire.
The civilian reached into his jacket and
removed a leather case from an inside pocket.
He carefully opened the case and took out a
letter which he then passed to the General.
The General sat on a stool beside the campaign
table he used as a desk and opened the letter.
It was well creased and had clearly been read a
number of times. It carried the letterhead of Her
Majesty’s Foreign Service and explained that
the bearer was directly empowered to act as her
representative and to speak in her name.
Summerby skipped over the rest of the letter
and his gaze settled on the signatures at the
bottom. He recognised several of them, the
others he had not seen before but he knew
the names. The Prime Minister, the Secretary
of State for War, the Secretary at War, the
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, the Home
Secretary.
The signatures of the men that ran the empire.
The civilian waited while Summerby read the
letter, then as the General looked up, he reached
across and took the letter back, carefully folding
it and tucking it safely back into its leather case
before he spoke.
“You and your men have achieved a
tremendous victory here, General. You can
imagine what would have happened if this had
been a major city such as Cairo. It’s a great

shame the book went missing, still we at least
know about it, so if it ever turns up again, we
know what it can do.
“Your campaign has been a great triumph,
overwhelming numbers and all that, an entire
rebel town, a thousand or more against your tiny
force. Should read well in the Times next week.
A fitting end to your outstanding career. Of
course the exact details will never be revealed.
Whatever you and your men saw here, General,
is never to be repeated. Never.
“We have corrected your official reports and
submitted your final dispatches; when you get
back to Cairo, you will find copies. Please read
them so you make no mistakes.
“Then back to England, a very generous
pension as reward for your many long years of
service. If you wish to write your memoirs, you
will be required to submit them for approval
before publishing, we can even help you with the
final few chapters covering the events here.
“Let me be very clear, General. This was no
more than a fight against a significant number
of rebel tribesmen. You will receive formal
orders in due course to confirm what I have
said. Your men fought a magnificent battle, your
recommendations for awards will all be met,
heroes receiving medals, celebration of victory
and all that.
“The Colonel will take command of the force
here; your other officers will be carefully briefed
as regards what did and did not happen. The
Colonel will also take care of your men.
“It is most important that the more, how shall
I put this, the more unusual aspects of this
campaign against the rebels never see the light
of day.
“The safety of the Empire depends on it; think
of the panic that would break out if people knew
what had happened here. No, for the Empire
you must remain silent, the truth must never be
known.”
General Summerby was surprised, no he was
shocked by the speed that this all seemed to be
happening. In a strange sort of way it was his
excuse, clear orders to remove his last lingering
hesitation to retiring. His men were no longer
under his command; he had nothing now to
bind him to Egypt. His duty was gone, just like
that.
Should he fight this, should he allow some
nameless bureaucrat to treat him like this?
He was a General, not some commoner to be
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ordered around like a servant. But suddenly he
felt so tired, so exhausted, that the thought of
refusing vanished.
“I don’t even know your name?” It seemed an
odd thing to say but the General’s mind was
whirling with so many thoughts, that was the
first that came out.
“Smith, call me Mr Smith.”
***
With the General’s sudden departure on the
airship the remaining soldiers of First Company,
First Battalion, 53rd (Shropshire) Regiment of
Foot found themselves under the command
of the new Colonel. They were ordered to dig
through the rubble and find any remaining dead
from the fighting, all bodies were to be burned.
Then once that was done, the town was to be
levelled, every wall and building smashed to
rubble and dust.
Digging out the remains of the dead, especially
after four days of hot sun, was a foul task and
the men tried to avoid it whenever possible.
Which is why when one of the lieutenants

remembered the man in the leather coat they
had killed down in the room under the town, a
number of men volunteered to fetch the body.
Two soldiers and a Sergeant were duly
dispatched and stepped into the fortified
building, trepidation at the shadows within
mixed with delight at the cool darkness. With a
pair of lanterns lighting the way the three went
down the stairs into the store room beneath the
fortress. Here the Sergeant picked a nice crate,
just the right height for him to sit on.
“You two get down the end there and drag that
dead body out, and if it so much as twitches,
blow its ruddy head off first.”
“Right, Sarge.”
The two men walked down the gently sloping
tunnel to the bottom and stepped into the room
at the end. Broken table and chairs, smashed
shelves, pottery and odd powders spread on the
floor. One of them shouted back up the tunnel,
“’Ere, Sarge, what you on about, there’s no
dead body down here!”
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Scifaiku
Wendy Van Camp
Scifaiku - Wendy Van Camp

Moons
play catch and release
mighty Jupiter pinches
sixty seven misfits

Jupiter
a failure to launch
giant planet circles mate
unrealized binary

Probe
seeking answers
tiny Juno travels the void
spies Jupiter’s glory

Jupiter Storm
great red spot dances
first red then shifting to white
Cassini’s fading legacy
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Teddy Bear - Ana Marija
Meshkova

Art by Rose Campbell
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My name is Brownie. Charlotte calls me that
because my colour is the same as the brownies
her mom makes. I like it, because they are her
favourite treats. She tries to feed me some, but all
she does is mush some of it on my mouth and the
orange bowtie around my neck. She says my eyes
look like chocolate chips. I go everywhere with her,
and protect her from bad dreams and the monsters
under her bed.
I can see her, but I can’t speak to her. She is tiny,
with large blue eyes and blonde hair. She laughs a
lot and likes bright colours. Despite the fact I can’t
speak to her, she speaks to me about her mom and
dad, and her day. I like her.
***
Charlotte started school. I know she needs to go
so she can be smart. But I’m still sad she has to
leave me at home. Her mom says that way I can’t
get lost or dirty. Instead I can sit on her favourite
chair and wait for her all day. I’m the second person
she hugs when she comes home. She then tells me
about her day. She even worries that I might be
bored. I don’t mind waiting for her. I love her.
***
We moved a lot these past three years. We
travelled in a lot of vans. Each time Charlotte
squeezed me tighter and tighter. Her new rooms
just make her sadder and sadder. She never talks
about friends anymore. She is always the new kid.
Her dad has to travel a lot for work. He doesn’t
sound that happy anymore. Charlotte really wants
him to come home. She spends her time before bed
with her mom, because she wants to know about
her day. Charlotte doesn’t tell her about her having
no friends.
***
Charlotte doesn’t carry me around anymore. I
sit on a shelf in her room. We have been here for
three years, ever since she started high school. But
Charlotte is happier now. Her dad is home again,
and her mom started working from home.
Charlotte still talks to me though. I like that. She
talks about how she has very few friends, but she’s
not sad about it anymore. She doesn’t like people
telling her what to do, and her friends are the same.
But one day, she came home crying, took me off
the shelf, and cuddled me. She told me all about
this boy she liked who made fun of her in front of
everyone. I was happy to help.
***
When Charlotte was packing for college she took
me with her. She really likes to study herpetology,
so she needs to pick a major in the biological
sciences. She has always liked reptiles and
amphibians. She washed me, and told her mom I

reminded her of home. It makes me glad. She put
me in a drawer in her dorm, but after a week I was
put on the shelf. She needed me again.
She couldn’t get back home for her mom’s
funeral, she had finals. She kept saying that
sounded stupid. But her dad convinced her that
her mom would want her to stay. She was also mad
people kept asking her what was wrong. She liked
that I didn’t ask anything.
She liked hugging me when she came back to her
dorm.
***
Charlotte got a job at a lab. She had moved me
with her to a small apartment. Her dad moved to
smaller apartment too.
My colour has faded and I have lost some of
my stuffing. But Charlotte still looks at me with
fondness, and speaks of me like I am a treasure
whenever a friend or a date comes along. I live
under the television now.
***
Charlotte will get married this week. Her pick is
nice. We live in a bigger apartment now. Her dad
came here early, and took me. He added some
stuffing, cleaned me up, and fixed my coat. Then
he put me in a box. When the box was opened,
Charlotte’s smiling face was looking at me. She
cried and hugged her dad, and then hugged me. I’m
happy to be new again.
***
Five years have passed. I am still new, since I
haven’t been dragged around all the time. Charlotte
and her husband tried for a long time before they
came home with a small curly-haired boy named
Mark. As soon as he came in, Charlotte came to
me, picked me up from her bedside table and gave
me to Mark. The little boy started to cry. I didn’t
know why. But then Charlotte hugged him and he
stopped.
Charlotte’s dad came to live with us. He doesn’t
know a lot of things that he used to know. Charlotte
says his mind is going. He doesn’t even know who
Mark is. He knows Charlotte though. And when
Mark brought me to him, he knew me too. I never
thought an adult like that would need me but I am
glad he does.
***
My name is still Brownie. Now Charlotte makes
the brownies and they are Mark’s favourite. He
doesn’t feed me like Charlotte did, but he does
hug me a lot and tells me I’m very soft. I like him.
He likes bright colours like his mom, but he likes
insects a lot more.
He starts school tomorrow. I hope he’s okay. But
even if he isn’t, I’ll be here, waiting like I always am.
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The King of Verona Rupes
The King of Verona Rupes - Jonathan DeCoteau

Jonathan DeCoteau

The fragrant image played upon his mind: pale
light splintering across the ice mountains at the
edge of Miranda. The sun, like a baby’s thumb
print, barely pricked the farthest edge of the
picture, so far away was its mass and light. The
crowning shot: on the tallest cliff in the solar
system, Verona Rupes, hung Dalton Xavier,
with his blue space suit and heated axe, the
first man ever to climb all of the seven summits
of the solar system, from Olympus Mons to the
perilous crags of the Kuiper Belt.
It was a beautiful image, really—the great
mountaineer heralded in the same breath as
Hillary, Messner, and Norgay—something like a
dream wrapped in a hallucination. Better than
the image that surrounded Dalton now—that of
a rope crackling in the dusty winds as he hung
precariously suspended five-thousand feet over
cliffs just west of the Tharsis Bulge. Dalton’s
eyes looked through his space climbing suit for
any other signs of his expedition. There was no
one, not even Thal, a guide so rugged he had
scaled Everest three times and had mounted
every peak the moon had to offer. But the
climbing dot that was Thal was nowhere to be
seen, replaced by the myriad dots of the sudden
red dust storm that swarmed Dalton’s visor.
“Anyone, copy,” Dalton called to his radio
transmitter.
There was only static, not even familiar static,
but the vast noisiness of space. Dalton realized
that two hundred and twenty-five million
kilometres might separate him from the next
living human being.
The rumbling grew like a hungry, devouring
wind, shaking the Martian soil and rock. Entire
boulders, oblong and unwieldy, came free from
the shield volcano and toppled like waking
giants down through the sallow cliffs. Dalton
dangled himself to the right to avoid a boulder
big enough to take off his helmeted head.
“Xavier to Hermes X-7,” Dalton said, trying to
engage his ship. “Report.”

His words wasted oxygen. His radio
communicator was dead. The ship was in idle
mode, recording the expedition. By the time its
transmissions reached Earth, Dalton would be
dead.
The thought of the word alone, dead, rattled
something deep within Dalton. A sense of
protocol overtook him. If he couldn’t see any
survivors through the dust storm, he could at
least put his suit on survival mode. He did so.
He checked for puncturing; there was none.
Still, protocols were little more than gestures
of habit really, meant to keep a man sane long
after the world all around him had gone mad.
Every so often the wind and dust tugged at
the only vestige of rope that remained. Dalton
could hear the crackling of rope and cable in the
rumbling Martian winds.
The rumbling grew into a tremor, shaking the
Martian sands until Dalton caught sight of the
impossible: Thal in his suit tumbling down from
the cliffs. Dalton was experienced enough to
know that heroics never worked when climbing.
There was only being smart about gear,
positioning, and securing oneself to the ledge.
Thal’s body came close enough for Dalton to
catch the eyes. They were brown and wide open,
the red Martian light glistening in them in a way
that spoke only of terror and surprise. Dalton
heard the body scrape along the cliffs. He didn’t
hear the sound of final impact. Soon enough,
more bodies ricocheted against the altitudes and
tumbled lower. Three sets of arms swung up and
down as if in a macabre dance. Counting Thal
and himself, that was everyone in the expedition.
Dalton wanted to take a moment of silence to
commemorate those who gave their lives for the
dream that still dangled with his rope against
the cliffs. But the falling bodies shook Dalton’s
rope just enough to tear at the last thread.
Dalton toppled down to a small jutting ledge,
crushing his sides against the hard Martian
rock. He held on with his gloved fingertips,
securing himself horizontally to the small ledge
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that was the only chance at life he had left. Any
sudden movement might dislodge the ancient
rock. Dalton lay, composing himself, when his
suit started wheezing.
“Thirty minutes until your oxygen empties,”
the automated sensors on his tank declared.
The robotic voice was almost soothing in its
certitude. It was the only surety Dalton had
known since the landslide.
Dalton knew that the ship, even if he were
able to make it out of the cliffs, was out of range.
He’d have to climb down and even then it would
be another thirty minutes of walking. And so
Dalton lay there, looking through the dust in his
visor at the red and blue Martian sky. Signs of
unsettling, of shifting particles of rock becoming
sky, struck him. But he knew that Olympus
Mons, while relatively young geologically, was
still an ancient volcano. Lying there, Dalton
could feel her heart beating. It was not yet still.
Dalton looked around, amazed at the vast
unknown history unfolding in the rocks
before him. Here was rock more ancient, more
inscrutable, than any he’d ever seen on Earth.
He wondered if any ancient microbe, if any
multi-cellular organism, once occupied the same
soil, perhaps in some washed-away ancient sea.
The hallowed mystery of life on Earth struck
Dalton. How beautiful was an ocean world where
life crept up from undersea volcanoes, populated
the waters in seemingly infinite diversity, only
to crawl to the lands and adapt again. The
thought of the sacredness of life, of its relentless
fight in the face of almost certain annihilation,
overwhelmed Dalton. There was nothing so
small, not a fly, not bacteria, that wasn’t sacred
to him at that moment. Earth was so beautiful
it was almost a shame to leave her behind, even
for a second. If Dalton had known this was
his last expedition, he’d have taken in nature,
the complex tapestry of life one last time like a
sommelier would an especially rich Syrah. He
would’ve married. He would’ve procreated. He
would’ve added to the great tapestry of life rather
than leaving it behind in search of another way
to die.
But here he was, lying in the middle of ageless
cliffs, with no hope of rescue. Oddly, Dalton
didn’t feel too remorseful over his impending
demise. Regret came like a purging tide from
an ancient Martian ocean and then was gone.
For Dalton knew that he was part of something
much larger than himself. He was part of life
and its will to survive. Failure, death—they did

not diminish the larger picture. If Dalton was not
the one who mastered the seven great summits
of the solar system, as he had dreamed, was the
aim any less noble? Life was about more than
Dalton Xavier, and that made it beautiful.
The thought reinvigorated Dalton. And it led
to another thought even more invigorating: no
one knew the end of his own story, and Dalton
Xavier was no exception. He couldn’t account for
the exact moment he came into life, and there
was a strong chance no human would ever know
the exact moment he exited it, even the tank
that counted down the twenty-five minutes that
remained. Twenty-five minutes. 1,500 glorious
seconds of life. Dalton had a choice to make: No,
he’d never summit Olympus Mons, but there
was a chance he might be the first to make it
past her surrounding bluffs.
And so Dalton threw himself against the
opposing cliff. The old ledge fell under the
shifting weight. This new ledge was not exactly
steady, but it held. Dalton zigzagged against the
cliff until he could find a steadier rock to put his
weight against. It was a simple, but excruciating
dance, but Dalton enjoyed the dance and put
his life in his dance partner’s hands. He joined
with Mars and with its rock, deeply, intimately,
the way Tenzing Norgay and Edmund Hillary
must have joined with the immensity of Everest
in their ascent. And his reward, despite a few,
nearly fatal, missteps, was in his struggle.
Dalton hoisted himself up and onto Olympus
Mons. How gorgeous it was, even in such a
barren basalt desert, to see yellow and red
spilling together with blue, creating colours he
had not dared to dream of, or to imagine.
But his life wasn’t over yet, however many
seconds remained. And so Dalton lifted himself
up and took the first steps any human had ever
taken on Olympus Mons. Here he was, caught,
like us all, between life and death, struggling
to make each second have meaning before the
inevitable end. Who knew precisely when that
end might come? All Dalton knew, all that he
cared about, was that in this second, he was
alive. In this second, he could walk and dream
and adventure. And so Dalton took one step and
then another.
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The Cloaking Device
Investment

Lemon iced tea gets the juices flowing,
Bulk chocolate chips will keep me up,
I need to hit a big bowl of salad too.
You’ll get what you want after homework;
I can’t read you a sonnet unless I mean it,
Gonna be worth a full tank of gas.

Cloaking Device Investment - Chris
Macalino

Chris Macalino

A) Lugger – at The Winnipeg Public Library, St.
John’s Branch
In the basement of what was once a fire station,
now a reading hall,
There was a place where I could buy books
instead of borrowing them.
The sign on the table read, A dollar per bag!
I was able to fit a thriller, a mystery, and as
many poets as I could find.
Overly excited by the selection, I had to run to
the little boy’s room;
Closing Time was nearing and I had to go before
they forgot about me.
Luckily, I had a loonie in my pocket, and I found
a VG used plastic bag.
Walking home, my backpack felt like it was
jumping
Giving me swift kicks in my bottom, the straps
were very loose...
I’ve heard of a punching bag, but this was a new
world of punishment.

We’re going places only penpals dream of;
Let’s twirl your name back into the alphabet
Until the poem fogs up our spectacles.
D) Went to The Professionals...
They liked my multiverse of sweet dried fruits as
an alternative to sugar
Since they were wondering if pounds can match
up with kilograms,
And the whole rivalry with supersymmetry
wasn’t a problem...
But I can’t move this Cloak at all – I actually
thought it would be easy!
Nobody wants a Cloaking Device? Moves don’t
get any sweeter!
At least, bottled water was fit for the prunes that
we tasted.

B) I went to The Explorers...

E) The air up there – still at the coffee shop near
The Ballet, thinking of West View Park Hill
Driving up the steep hill of urban legends and
moonlit escapades;
I tried to knock on Jesse D. Harms, a romantic
overlooking the book world.

They weren’t interested in my Cloak.
Apparently, there’s no market for a Cloak in The
Federation.
However, I was able to sell them The Universal
Language...
All I had to do was explain to them that it was
about Attendance,
Similar to spending everyday like it’s a game of
Scrabble.
Kind of like buying 8 coffees gets you, the 9th
cup of coffee for free!
Then I closed the deal with a phrase, “Actions
speak louder than words.”
I also mentioned that stars twinkle in the same
way as students go to school.
The teacher is always there and that’s all we
understand in our time.

His dialogue is a continuity between gods
Who play a game as if notes are maneuvers.
A clandestine heroism of verse clouds up
Just at the top of this prairie dog park like a
muffin.
Little bits of Greek, Roman, and Modernity, all
mythologized
Into L. Cohen comparisons with Ovid blows,
issuing...
I just keep my head up, the frontal lobe in
check, and superego in effect.
Then Jesse’s horn erupts philosophical confetti
into my brain,
The barrier of separation opens a small link.

C) Just for laughs – at the coffee shop near The
Ballet

The word game of impossible immortality gets
To be a definition of promise with purpose.

I’m not in the mood for love poetry
But if you’re willing to wait,
I’ll be ready in about fifteen minutes.
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“Jesse, What if all the stars in the night sky are
home runs?”
He confidently replies, “There are gods?”
As though existentialism was just another
writer’s cramp.

H) Went to The Rebels...

F) Went to The Warriors...

I swear, Rebels just want to know one thing:
How I manage to stay single when there’s so
much pressure under us?
I told them, that resting my hands allows me to
speed read!

All they wanted to know was whether Jumpers
Really existed, like I’m some kind of platypus of
surrealism.
Although it was nice, they bought one dice.
I explained it to them, how it works:

They couldn’t believe me, saying Life is about
procreation.
The Rebels just, couldn’t trust me, and my
Cloak...
They needed somebody that was more “human.”

One is Realism.
Two is Impressionism.
Four’s Expressionism.
Three means Surrealism.
Six is Cubism and...
Five is, Abstract Art!

Although, I did toss them a hologram for a nifty
price.
It was peachy, I just told The Rebels that
Holograms are layers
Of coloured punctuation, giving the effect of an
image.

They even tipped me when I told them about
compasses,
“Four fingers on your left and three fingers on
the right.”
Some of them were real handy musicians.

I) Toothpick for Colin Smith – at The Skywalk that
has a view of Portage Avenue
“Funny papers are a really good chew.”
I went to The University of Winnipeg to try
& figure you, in your stomping ground.

G) Totem Pole Universe – daydreaming at The
Millennium Library

The building is oriented like a fire station
Of waterworks, though the library’s safe
From the elements, truckers with knightship.

The poet is walking on the second floor,
Outside the birds are on tree branches,
It’s the same height with metaphor.

Time is just easier to spend, around this place.
The news comedy ain’t political poetry,

When the poet is on ground level,
They speak an everyman’s language,
A frequency of exchanges;

But rather, a mosaic of topical variety.
You make sushi out of The New York Times...

And as poets take tunnels,
The roots show through, firmly.
A deep, dark desire for expression.

Maybe the writing community is correct,
I’m just a big old cocktail meanie, “buzzard.”
Just don’t go poking me with that toothpick!
Let’s cool our Jets, take mouthfuls of slushie...

I want to take this Tree of Life
And read it like a totem pole
As if the words are a universe.

Because I take joy in taking a shower or bath,
eh?
Because a stereo with two tape decks is sweet,
right?

All I would have to do is catalogue
The poets who walked up the Penrose
Staircase, to understand their reasons.

And ‘cause poets can do no wrong as long as
they go
With a $4 coin that has a mermaid spin, whoa!

There’s a poet living inside of everyone
From baseball players to shoe shop clerks,
They just don’t know it’s like a stick.
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J) Went to The Founders...

L) Success at The Gamers...

I don’t understand why my ‘regulating’ is more
important than this Cloak?
The Founders wanted to know about my
thinking habits, good and bad,
The way I wrap my wrist with paper when I’m
deep in thought...

The Gamers drove a hard bargain but they
purchased The Cloak.
There was a need-to-know about the Cards,
“sparking the imagination,”
Not only stimulate the mind but also tap into
improvisation.

It was a real honour to meet The Founders and
they complimented me
On my hard work, but they could’ve just been
pretending to be looking out
For a new Cloaking Device... I mean, why lie?

We were sympatico when it came to the prospect
of Invisibilities...
People playing cards is magic but not everyone
notices the act.
It’s where new, brilliant ideas come from, in
these games.

K) A Carpet for Speed Reading – At home after an
open mic
Can I get your poem on a bus
And do I mix chocolate milk with juice?
“You seem to know a lot about everything...”
Are high-rise apartment buildings, full of books?

Where are we, and can we fathom great things in
store for us?
How long do we have to wait until Life’s gift is
invincible?
No more questions... I’m just excited after selling
that Cloak!

Let’s exchange bibliography for book chart or gokart!
“Is the meaning of life also the meaning of
growth?”
...I still see the window from yesteryear’s bus
ride,
Where I discovered Wittgenstein brick-for-brick
Like a mountain of Cinderella slippers made
from seashells...
LOL, the philosophy text has a seraph to
suspend me.
I compare book angels to Royce Gracie, locking
me down.

M) Peaches & Cream – From St. John’s Park in
The North End of Winnipeg
Poets who write close to the Tree of Life
Are all registered with comprehension;
Any verse above the Treeline comes across foggy,
Nice dreams puffing up like lonely clouds;
The deepest lines are part of a league under the
sea,
So much pressure that blues turn purple...
It takes me steps to outline a range of this
picking,
From the tree until fruit halves get in the
stream.

Sometimes the symbols stay with you as lines,
“poet... say uncle.”
I find a weather balloon, for the ten sections of a
book...
Left hand
thumb • holds
pointer • flips
middle • carries
ring • squeezes
pinkie • closes

I don’t want to play basketball in the Sun
Or on the Moon, I’d rather hustle in the rain.
I should take off, waltz away with all your
scores;
Stuff some Ritz between the wonderwalls of
plays...
Let’s just meditate on The Shire region of
Middle-earth,
Beneath a Hoop Dream mesh to weave a
megapack.

Right hand
thumb • grabs
pointer • opens
middle • jumps
ring • scoops
pinkie • returns

Shutting the maelstrom of exposed books down
to a cool Seabreeze;
I straightened out my fingers and relaxed them,
breaking free of Magic!

It’s an epic loom for me to know how to read
those
Bingo Draw curtains & trains of hidden valleys.
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Quest for Knowledge - Christopher Jackson-Ash
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The Battle for Elannort
The attack by Weylyn the Wolf on Melasurej
41

Dammar had made his decision and no one,
not even Manfred, could dissuade him. With
Captain Ventris of the Tower Guard and sixty of
his best men, they would mount a pre-emptive
strike into the heart of the enemy camp. There,
Dammar would kill Weylyn and the battle would
be over before it had hardly begun. Dammar was
supremely confident, but Manfred was worried.
No one knows what deal Weylyn made with
Gadiel. Manfred busied himself organising the
defences in case Dammar was not successful.
Some words that he’d heard a great leader
use before came into his head. Never have so
many depended for so much on so few. Well,
something like that. He stood now, with Aglaral,
Dawit, and Taran as Dammar prepared to leave.
“May the Balance be with you, Great Sage!
Return victorious and let history honour you as
the saviour of the multiverse.” Perhaps that’s
laying it on a bit too thick?
Dammar seemed to like it. He sat erect on his
horse, a golden youth, unprotected by armour
or clothing. He carried no shield, just a large
broadsword. He was the image of arrogance, the
picture of supreme confidence. “Prepare a feast
in my honour tonight, Manfred.” Then, turning
to Captain Ventris, he issued his orders. “We
ride direct to the heart of the enemy. Your job
is to make sure that we get there unimpeded by
the foot soldiers. Have no mercy on them, they
have already died once.”
Dammar raised his sword above his head
and screamed, “Charge!” Sixty-two horsemen
charged out into the midst of the enemy camp.
Like the Charge of the Light Brigade. Manfred
couldn’t avoid the thought. The attack initially
went well. They had the element of surprise
and they had covered three hundred yards into
the enemy encampment before the realisation
that they were being attacked sank in. Once the
troops realised what was happening it became
more difficult. Troop commanders quickly
organised the massed ranks of the undead. The
undead were mostly human, although there was
an occasional elf or dwarf amongst them. They
were armed with short swords, best suited for
hand-to-hand combat. They moved slowly and
deliberately, without thought or feeling. They
were no match for Melasurej’s crack horsemen.
The riders cut a swathe through their ranks,
hacking off limbs or heads of the foot soldiers.
It was disconcerting to the riders that they did
not bleed. It was frightening that the loss of a
head often did not stop them advancing. A few
horses were brought down by the tangled mass

of undead flesh. When that occurred, a score or
more of the undead fell upon the warrior. His
screams of agony would have curdled milk. If he
died, he was lucky.
Captain Ventris had lost almost a third of his
men in this way by the time they broke through
the ranks of the undead. He would have liked a
few moments to regroup, but Dammar was filled
with bloodlust and galloped on. The cavalry did
its best to keep up. Now Weylyn, alerted to the
attack, deployed his wargs. They attacked in
packs, from all sides, picking off the horses first
and bringing them to the ground. The riders
perished at the wargs’ leisure, throats torn out
as they gorged on human blood. Several wargs
died on the swords of the valiant riders, but
there were far too many of them to be resisted.
Dammar was unaffected by all of this. It was
as if he were being allowed through. By the
time he reached the centre of the camp, where
Weylyn’s standard flew, there was only Captain
Ventris with him. Dammar reined in his horse.
Above him, Weylyn’s standard fluttered in the
warm breeze. It was a blood red flag with a
black anarchy symbol sitting above three white
corpses. The corpses were clearly an elf, a dwarf,
and a human. In front of him, on a portable
gold throne lavishly decorated with gemstones,
sat Weylyn the Wolf. Only his green eyes, full
of hatred, distinguished him from any other
wizard. He didn’t deign to get up.
Dammar spat and the white gob of spittle hit
Weylyn in the face. Weylyn didn’t move, but his
eyes turned from green to red. Dammar turned
to Captain Ventris. “Unfurl our standard.”
Ventris sheathed his sword and removed a small
flag he had been carrying on his saddle and
unfurled it. It was much smaller than Weylyn’s
banner and it seemed puny in comparison.
It was a pure white flag with a black balance
symbol. The Captain looked around. They were
surrounded by Weylyn’s army. He appeared to
say a prayer to the standard. Dammar appeared
unperturbed.
“So we meet again, Weylyn the Traitor. For
that is what I have named you and your pedestal
in the Avenue of Heroes is so marked. You
will go down in history as the one who turned
against the Balance and became corrupt and
evil. Tell me, what part of your soul did you sell
to Gadiel? Did you laugh behind my back as
you plotted together in Illium? Prepare to meet
justice. Will you stand, or shall I cut you down
while you sit on your petty throne?”
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Weylyn stood. In one hand, he carried a whip.
The handle was jewel encrusted and marked
with ancient runes. Its lash seemed to flow like
a liquid beam of fluorescent green. With his
other hand, he wiped away the spittle from his
face. “I have looked forward to this day Dammar.
I didn’t expect it would come so soon; that you
would be so foolhardy. Look at the poncy youth,
all bronzed and cock-sure.” The milling crowd
laughed on cue; at least, those among them
who were still living men. “I sold my everlasting
obedience to Gadiel. In return, he made me
master of the dead. My army is invincible. I
shall take Elannort, seize Melasurej, and rule
FirstWorld on Gadiel’s behalf. What about you,
Dammar? What did you trade for your fresh
young body and your good looks? You thought
that you were too clever for Gadiel. You thought
that you could trick him. Yet, all the time you
played into our hands. It was my suggestion
that he played his little trick on you. Have you
enjoyed that?” Weylyn laughed, and the crowd
followed suit, although they had no idea what
they were laughing at.
“You bastard!” Dammar was angry but calm.
“In the name of the Balance, as sole remaining
Great Sage, I sentence you to death for your
crimes.” He lifted his broadsword to strike
Weylyn down.
“Get down from your horse, Dammar.”
Weylyn spoke softly. “Put down your sword.”
He spoke more loudly. “Kneel before me!” He
shouted. Dammar didn’t want to, but he could
do nothing but obey. His body refused to follow
his commands. He dropped off his horse, threw
down his sword, and fell to his knees in front of
Weylyn. Ventris looked around nervously and
said another prayer.
“I have a new staff. Would you like to see it in
action?” Weylyn asked Dammar. “What’s wrong?
Wolf got your tongue?” Weylyn and the crowd
laughed again.
“You were a fool to put your faith in this pretty
boy.” Weylyn addressed Ventris. Weylyn flexed
his hand and the whip coiled. A green flash leapt
towards the rider and coiled itself around his
neck. Ventris died before the scream left his lips.
The banner of the Balance fell to the ground
and was immediately seized upon by a couple
of wargs, who pulled it to shreds. Dammar
watched, unable to move. “I was merciful to
your Captain. I feel less inclined to be merciful
to you. Have you nothing to say before you die?
Will you beg me for mercy? Will you anoint me
as the ruler of Wizards’ Keep?”

Dammar was lost in a sea of emotions. Hatred
was mixed with despair. Anger blended with
confusion. He could only form one word. “How?”
“Didn’t you ever wonder how you could still be
alive and have your statue present in the Avenue
of Heroes? It was a neat little trick, another of
my ideas, I’m afraid. Don’t you see Dammar?
You are already dead. You are one of the
undead. You are mine to command for eternity.
I shall take great pleasure in torturing you. You
will regret the day that you made a deal with
Gadiel.”
The green lash flashed and wrapped itself
around Dammar’s neck. The screams of agony
went on for a good twenty minutes before
Weylyn grew bored. They were heard across the
camp and in the city of Elannort. Grown men
cried as they heard them. Wargs cowered in fear
at the sound. The undead shrugged; they had
heard and felt it all before, he’d get used to it
after a hundred years or so. On the outskirts of
Elannort, Manfred shivered and his flesh turned
to goose bumps. He knew what the sound
meant, and he figured that his turn was not far
away. High above the encampment, a solitary
eagle observed the scene and gave a mournful
call before flying to Elannort and landing on the
top of the High Tower.
When Weylyn had tired of torturing Dammar,
he turned his attention towards Elannort. He
ordered the attack. They came at the city from
all sides. The unrelenting march of the undead
formed the cannon fodder. Packs of wargs
roamed at will, inflicting damage by guerrilla
raids, quickly in and out again. The human
troops followed up, more circumspect in their
actions, since they had lives to protect and
didn’t wish to join the undead corps. Behind
them, the elite cavalry waited to attack those
who fled from their positions. Amongst them
roamed a range of fell chaos creatures. These
were visions from children’s nightmares: threeheaded dogs with slavering maws, cockroaches
the size of sheep, huge scorpions with pincers
that would snap a man’s neck, six feet diameter
spiders with fangs that would suck the brains
from living skulls, giant cats that would torture
and play with their human prey before they
finally killed it. Everywhere they went, the
chaos creatures generated fear and panic in the
defenders.
Manfred, mounted on a white stallion, seemed
to be everywhere. He shone in the sunlight, his
white cloak, hair and beard glowing. His staff
breathed blue fire and smote the enemy, living,
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dead, or chaos creature alike. Wherever he
was, morale was raised and fear was quelled.
However, when he moved on, terror and panic
soon returned. Aglaral, Dawit, and Taran fought
side by side where the fighting was at its most
fierce. Dawit’s axe cleaved many skulls, both
living and dead. Taran’s arrows found their
marks. He concentrated on downing chaos
creatures and cavalry officers. Aglaral lead his
troops with valour. His swordsmanship proved
too good for any of the enemy.
Wave after wave, the enemy pressed forward.
The defenders fell back to their prepared
positions. With each retreat, the number of
defenders was decimated. As his minions
advanced, Weylyn entered the city astride his
horse. He followed the spiral streets that he
knew so well, until he entered the Avenue of
Heroes that lead to Melasurej, the Wizards’
Keep. He rode in triumph, the frozen statues
of the sages staring down on him, perhaps in
awe, perhaps in disbelief. There were few empty
pedestals now. One for him, one for Manfred
the Magician, a few others for non-wizards – he
didn’t pay much attention to them. By this day’s
end, there would be but one wizard left alive.
He would enjoy Manfred’s slow death. He would
play with him, like one of his chaos pets.
The few defenders who remained alive fell
back to the gates of Melasurej. Manfred turned
to his companions. Aglaral, Dawit, and Taran all
still survived, but each of them had taken many
wounds. Taran had run out of arrows and was
now relying on his sword while Dawit’s axe had
been shattered.
“Fall back into the Keep. I will make a last
stand here. We need Simon now. Bring him out
immediately, if he returns. If he doesn’t, you will
have your chance to make a last stand too.”
Aglaral started to argue, “I would stay with
you, master, and share your fate.” However,
Manfred would broach no arguments, and the
gates soon closed behind them, leaving Manfred
alone facing the approaching mob. He leant on
his staff for support and muttered a brief prayer
to the Balance. May I be strong in my final test?
Behind a pile of rubble, next to the gates, Kris
cowered. He had been observing the battle, for
his story, but had missed the opportunity to get
back into the Keep. Now he was rooted to the
spot in fear. Manfred stared ahead. He had not
noticed Kris. A mass of perverted humanity was
approaching. A solid wall of the undead surged
forward, seeming unstoppable, like a tsunami
poised for destruction. They halted about five

yards from Manfred. They were wary of the
power of his staff.
Manfred challenged them. “Which of you will
step forward and feel the wrath of Manfred the
Magician? Come on, I will put an end to your
misery.” They stared at him, their eyes vacant
and without hope. They said nothing. No one
moved. Unobserved, for the moment, Kris fouled
himself.
Manfred practised slow, deep, regular
breathing. He knew he could handle any number
of the undead. Their master, however, would
be a bigger challenge. If Weylyn had defeated
Dammar, what hope was there for him? Careful,
I must not lose my self-confidence. He took a
firm grip on his staff and stood upright. Directly
before him, the masses of undead moved aside,
like Moses parting the Red Sea. A rider on a
horse approached. The undead cowered, abasing
themselves before him. Weylyn wasn’t that
different to Manfred. His physical appearance
was much the same. He too appeared old and
frail with long white hair and a flowing white
beard. The eyes were different, though. Weylyn’s
eyes were green and cold. When they saw
Manfred, they burned red with hatred. He didn’t
carry a staff. Instead, his right hand held a whip.
The handle was laden with jewels and intricately
carved with ancient runes. The lash appeared to
be a band of light that glowed fluorescent green.
Weylyn looked down at Manfred. “So we meet at
last old friend.” The hate in his eyes belied his
words.
“You shall not pass!” Manfred’s voice was
powerful and confident.
Weylyn threw back his head and laughed.
“You old fool. Do you really think that you can
stop me? I, who defeated Dammar as easily
as if he were a puppy dog? Let me pass and I
shall give you a merciful end. I shall soon be
the last remaining wizard on FirstWorld. I shall
then claim my right to be leader of the Council
of the Wise. I shall take my place in Melasurej
as absolute ruler of FirstWorld and my army of
undead shall ensure that all do my bidding.”
He laughed again and drew back his right arm,
causing the green whip to ripple in the air
menacingly.
“You are a fool Weylyn. You are but the pawn
of Gadiel. Do you think he will let you do as you
wish? He will return to claim everything and you
will be destroyed.”
Weylyn’s eyes blazed crimson in fury. He
lashed out with his whip, aiming for Manfred’s
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neck. Manfred countered with his staff and
the green lash wrapped around that instead.
It seemed then that time stood still. The two
wizards pitted all of their strength and powers
against each other. The staff fought the
whip. The two talismans buzzed with energy.
Manfred’s staff blazed with blue electricity.
The colour of the whip changed from green, to
yellow, to purple, and finally to the crimson red
of Weylyn’s eyes. Then it was over. Manfred’s
staff broke into a thousand fragments and the
old man was cast to the ground. It is over. I have
failed. I wish it could have been otherwise but I
have done my best and I am ready to die.
“Prepare to depart for the Avenue of Heroes,
old fool.” Weylyn gloated and drew back his
arm to coil the whip again. “You have lost. The
Balance has finally tipped. Go to stone, old fool,
and spend eternity in regret.” It would seem that
I have bad luck with whips.
In the shadows behind the rubble, Kris closed
his eyes, not wanting to watch Manfred die.
Therefore, he didn’t notice the rat that was
sharing his cover, which proceeded to sink its
teeth into his leg.
“No!” A strange new voice rang out as Kris
jumped up in pain.

Weylyn, surprised by this interruption, paused
in his execution. “Who are you? Do I know you?
Speak or die!”
“You should know me. I slaved in your
kitchens and carried out your traitorous work,
spying on my comrades for you. I am Kris, Bard
of Karo. I am writing the true story of this war.
Your evil and duplicity will be recorded for all to
know. You will be reviled for what you are, arselicker of the evil one. You will not harm Manfred.
If you try to, you will be destroyed.” The crowd

gasped in amazement, and it took something
very extraordinary to stir the undead. Manfred
rolled over and sat up. Kris? The coward, Kris?
How could he be such a brave fool?
Weylyn was enraged by the outburst. His eyes
and the whip blazed bright crimson. He whirled
his whip to strike down the small pale man
who had dared speak to him in such a vile way.
For the second time, his execution plans were
upset. The gates of Melasurej sprang open and
he was confronted by a strange group of beings.
Kris took advantage of the moment to jump
back behind his rock. The rat, checking that he
was not being observed, transformed himself
into a small cat and jumped onto the top of the
wall, where he could get a better view of the
proceedings.

“We represent the four peoples of FirstWorld. I
am Taran, Prince of Elfdom; I represent the First
Born.” Taran held his drawn sword, vertically
in front of him so that he appeared to peer at
Weylyn through the sword.
“I am Dawit son of Dia son of Din, Prince of
Dwarfdom; I represent the Second Born.” Dawit
carried the remnants of his axe in both hands.
“I am Aglaral, Captain of the Guard of the City
of Elannort, citizen of the City States; I represent
humankind.” Aglaral carried his sword like
Taran.
“I am Jhamed al Suraqi, companion of Heroes
and servant of wizards; I represent the Balance.”
Jhamed carried no visible weapons.
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“And I am Simon Rufus, Everlasting Hero.
I carry the sword Kin Slayer, which shall be
your bane unless you and your army surrender
immediately.” Simon was dressed only in a
simple white loincloth, hastily donned. Kin
Slayer remained sheathed at his side. The five
companions stepped forward, so that they were
between Manfred and Weylyn.
“You!” Weylyn spat. “So we meet at last, Red
Boy. Are you ready to join Dammar to become
my undead slave for eternity?”
Simon was outwardly calm. “I give you one
final chance, Weylyn. Throw down your whip
and surrender and I will spare you. Otherwise
you WILL die.” I hope I appear more convincing
than I feel.
Weylyn laughed crazily. “You! Look at you!
You are a skinny boy. You model yourself on
Dammar. He was ten times the hero you are and
I swatted him like a fly. You will pay for your
insolence when I have you.” He drew back his
arm and coiled his whip.
“Back, all of you!” Simon yelled, jumping
forward. A small voice in his head spoke to
him. Your right arm. He followed its command
and clumsily drew Kin Slayer with his right
hand. The whip curled and darted towards him.
He met it with Kin Slayer. The whip wrapped
itself around the sword. It was the battle with
Manfred’s staff all over again. This time the ruby
on Kin Slayer’s hilt glowed red, while the whip
changed colour from green to yellow to purple to
crimson to white. Kin Slayer sang as the whip
shattered and Weylyn was pulled off horseback
to the ground.
Weylyn must have been surprised by this
unplanned turn of events, but he wasn’t beaten
yet; he transmogrified into his wolf form, and
now appeared as a cross between a wolf and a
man, a hideous werewolf. He was eight feet tall;
long fangs, dripping with poison; a wolf’s body
and paws; standing on his two hind legs. His
red eyes darted this way and that, seeking an
escape route. He turned towards his army and
ran towards them, expecting them to part and
let him pass. They stood unmoving. He howled
in fury and turned back towards Simon. He had
one chance. Even in his animal form, he knew
that. If Simon were the Everlasting Hero, he
could not be killed while he held the sword. He
must be disarmed. Weylyn took a huge risk. He
darted towards Simon and jumped, as if making
for the boy’s neck. Instead, he twisted in mid air

and sank his teeth into Simon’s right arm. He
had evaded the sword. Victory could still be his.

Simon screamed in agony, from a combination
of the fangs sinking into his flesh and the poison
being pumped into his veins. He had misjudged
the wolf’s jump and he had been clumsy with
Kin Slayer in his wrong hand. Just as he was
about to drop the sword, he grabbed Kin Slayer
with his left hand and felt a flood of energy from
the sword that helped him overcome the pain.
Weylyn’s jaws were still clamped around Simon’s
arm when Kin Slayer entered his body and found
his heart. Weylyn was still savouring the sweet
taste of victory and the red boy’s blood when his
soul was snatched from his body and consumed
by Kin Slayer. The wolf’s body fell to the ground,
shrivelled and turned to dust. On the city wall, a
small cat purred with pleasure.
Simon, injured though he was, wasn’t finished
yet. Kin Slayer needed to feed some more. He
turned on the massed army of the undead and
began to put them out of their misery. They
seemed no longer to have purpose and fell on
the sword willingly. He scythed through their
ranks as the rest of Weylyn’s army turned and
fled. Their commander tried to regroup them
outside the city, but there was a further surprise
awaiting them.
Manfred, still stunned by his narrow escape
from death and the rapid turn of events,
struggled to his feet. A retainer rushed through
the gate. He spoke excitedly to Manfred. “My
lord, come quickly, you must see this. There
are four armies approaching the city.” Manfred
looked blankly at the servant. More surprises!
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What now? “Who are they? What flags do they
carry?”
The servant took a couple of deep breaths. “An
elven army approaches from the east. Queen
Ceridwen leads it. They carry the standard of
the blue eye. It is the army of Jeohab. A dwarven
army approaches from the west. It is led by King
Dia son of Din son of Dane. They carry the flag
of the red ‘A’. It is the army of Satania. From the
south comes an army of humans. They fly the
flag of the City States but superimposed on the
flag are the blue eye and the red ‘A’. The army of
Tamarlan comes from the north. They too have
the symbols of law and chaos marked on their
standard.”
Manfred led the companions back into the
Keep. They climbed to the top of the High Tower
where they could observe the battle. All except
for Kris, who went to have a bath and a change
of clothes first. It was a one-sided contest.
Weylyn’s army was already broken by the loss
of its leader. The undead portions of his army
were released from their slavery by Weylyn’s
death and found their eternal peace at last on
the blades of their erstwhile enemies’ swords.
The living had no stomach for the battle. It was
carnage and many of the enemy were allowed
to flee as the four armies showed mercy. No
mercy was shown to the chaos creatures, which
alone put up a decent fight. Simon and Kin
Slayer showed no mercy either until the sword
was sated. When he returned to the keep he
was again red with blood, some of it his own.
Without Kin Slayer’s energy to support him,
he collapsed. He was taken to Manfred, who
was busy treating the many wounded from the
battle. Manfred was still treating Simon when
the leaders of the four armies arrived.

Manfred jumped up and embraced them all.
“Well met, my friends. Your timely arrival was a
great tonic. It was unlooked for. I would like to
know how you all coordinated such a wonderful
coincidence?”
“It was no coincidence. Surely, you know that?
Your messenger came to us and requested our
aid. He told us when we had to be in Elannort
and the route to travel,” Gamyon said.
“We received a similar message,” Ceridwen
said.
“We followed the instructions of your
messenger and allowed Weylyn’s army to pass
through the City States uncontested. We then
marched to Elannort as per his instructions,”
Velacourt said.
“Your messenger showed us the dimension
portal within First Delve and told us we should
leave FirstWorld. He directed us to another
realm where we discovered that dwarves still live
and prosper. He told us to raise an army and
gave us instructions how to return. We returned
to FirstWorld through a portal on the Fools’
Road and marched to the city,” Dia son of Din
son of Dane said.
Even in the haze of his pain, Simon saw that
Manfred was nonplussed by these developments.
Who has been acting on our behalf to help
us? Simon remembered how they had thought
they were being followed when they travelled to
Dishley. He remembered the two-headed lemur
creature that had spoken to him. Even today,
where had the thought come from to use his
right hand? He had thought it must have been
Manfred, but perhaps it wasn’t. He drifted off to
sleep with too many questions running through
his head and the last words he heard Manfred
speak registering in his ears.
“It would seem that fate, or some other entity,
has arranged for today’s actions to play out. Has
the prophecy been validated or rewritten? The
three armies were present today, but they chose
to take the same side to defeat evil. Would that
it were always so. Will the pattern be repeated?
There is much to think about.”
Next day, the reduced numbers of the Council
of War met around the oak table in the Great
Hall at Melasurej. Dammar and Captain Ventris
had fallen in the battle. The surviving members
were joined though by Simon Rufus, Kin Slayer
proudly scabbarded at his side; Ceridwen
Queen of the Elves; Dia son of Din son of Dane,
King beneath the Mountain; Gamyon Regent
of Tamarlan; and Lord Velacourt representing
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the City States. Simon was surprised to see
Velacourt again. He seemed like a new man in
more ways than one. He had lost a great deal
of weight and he had, according to reports,
acquitted himself well in battle. Kris the Bard
had been allowed to join the meeting, in his
new capacity as official scribe. Simon sat with
Jhamed on his left and Kris on his right. His
bandaged right arm throbbed in pain, but
Manfred had assured him he would recover
fully. Ceridwen, Simon noted, was as beautiful
as ever and she had the usual physical impact
on him. She addressed the meeting.
“The representatives of the four armies and
the three races have agreed that Manfred the
Magician, the last of the Wise, be appointed
our Commander-in-Chief and Chair of the
FirstWorld Council of War. We salute you for
your valiant efforts, which resulted in victory
at the Battle of Elannort, year of creation
50506.” She bowed low to Manfred and the
other committee members clapped and cheered.
Simon, smiling, joined in. So much has
happened in such a short time. I’m so glad that
Jhamed, Dawit, and Taran made it through
with me. Kris too, he’s a hero now instead of a
coward. I wonder what changed him?
“I thank you for your confidence and for the
great honour that you show me. We may have
won this battle, but the war has only just begun.
The Final Battle may yet be fought here, but the
next stages of the war must be waged in other
dimensions. We must understand what Gadiel
is doing and attempt to thwart him.” Manfred
paused and looked at Simon. “I’m afraid that
the load is going to fall on the Hero and his
companions.” I thought so. No rest for the
wicked. “That is for the future. Tonight there will
be a great feast. We will honour those who gave
their lives in the battle to save Elannort. We
will remember the Great Sage Dammar. We will
salute the four armies of FirstWorld who came
to our aid in our darkest hour. We will thank
those amongst us for their courage in battle.
Our official bard, Kris, will recite his latest work,
describing the Battle of Elannort and the fall of
Weylyn the Traitor.” Beside him, Simon felt Kris
squirming in embarrassment. He looked forward
to hearing the story.
Above them, on the ceiling, the symbol of
the Balance had tipped. It was a little closer to
equilibrium than it had been before, but was
still heavily weighted towards Chaos. On a soft
chair, hidden from view by the table, a small cat
pummelled the cushion and purred quietly to

itself. It was no ordinary cat; it had small wings
that it folded into its back so that they were
hidden by its golden fur.
Simon looked at Jhamed. The little man had
cleaned his hat and put a new feather in it. His
black curls were stuffed under it untidily as
usual. His long arrogant nose made him look
like an eagle about to strike. Simon smiled and
put his good arm around his friend and gave
him a hug. If they were going to go travelling
through the dimensions, he couldn’t think of a
better person to accompany him.

Afterword
The music playing on the radio stopped
suddenly to be replaced by a stern male voice.
“We interrupt this program to bring you a news
update. With just six hours to go until the
US imposed deadline for enemy forces to fall
back to designated lines, reports are coming
in of enemy troops approaching the northern
outskirts of Sydney. All roads out of Sydney,
heading south are blocked with traffic. Panic
has set in. There are widespread reports of
looting in several suburbs. The Prime Minister
has called for calm and will address the nation
at six o’clock this evening. The Australasian
Government command centre has moved from
Canberra to Melbourne. In Europe, the situation
is also critical with Jihad forces advancing on
all fronts. There are unconfirmed reports that
Paris is now in the control of French Muslims
with the support of left-wing students. The US
President has repeated her clear statement that
the US will not stand by and watch its friends be
invaded. Her threat of nuclear reprisals, if enemy
forces have not ceased their forward movements,
has now only six hours to run. It is reported that
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US nuclear submarines are on the highest level
of alert. The United Nations Security Council
is meeting in emergency session in New York.
Russia has cautioned the US not to precipitate
the world into a nuclear conflict. Reports are
also coming in that China has taken opportunity
of the world’s chaos to invade Taiwan. There are
also reports of North Korean troops massing at
the demilitarised zone with South Korea, while
it has fired missiles at Japan, which failed to
explode. We have just received news that, oh my
God.”

There was a pause while the newsreader
pulled himself together. “I’m sorry for the
interruption. We have just received news that
Tel Aviv has been severely damaged by a nuclear
warhead, believed to have been launched from
Iran. Israel has retaliated by launching nuclear
strikes on Tehran, Damascus, and Cairo. There
is hand to hand fighting in Jerusalem. Surely,
no one would launch a nuclear strike on the
holy city? May God help us all?

The story continues in Elvenhome, Book 1 of Aftermath of Armageddon, which is available

from www.FirstWorld.info
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